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Residential Solutions

SIGMA® stainless steel single wall connecting pipe is U.K engineered and manufactured for domestic wood and 
multifuel burning appliances. Its gas-tight joint negates the need for fire cement or rope. SIGMA® is specifically 
designed as a connecting flue pipe. 

SIGMA Single Wall / Connecting Flue

NOVA® insulated twin wall system, a superior, U.K designed, engineered and manufactured flue for quality 
domestic installations. With its uniquely robust multi barb speedy twist lock jointing system, it's trusted and 
favoured by installers around the globe. A wide range of components makes any installation a possibility.

Twin Wall Flue System

S-FLUE® is a stainless steel insulated twin wall chimney system design and manufactured in the U.K. suitable for 
domestic installations for a range of fuel types available in black, high thermal efficiency and an easy twist lock 
jointing method making it popular with installers.

Twin Wall Flue System

IL® is a factory-made twin wall insulated pre-fabricated domestic gas vent system suitable for gas appliances, 
typically in domestic or small commercial installations with a range of straight pipe lengths and associated fittings 
and accessories made from a new galvanised steel.

Twin Wall / Air Gap Insulation

TUBEX PLUS® is a unique insulated flexible liner for multifuel applications with a13mm high density insulation 
layer. Light weight and very flexible now the preferred way to insulate large voids, cold chimneys and can overcome 
start up issues. Quicker and easier to install than traditional methods of back filling or insulation jackets.

Insulated Flexible Liner
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Commercial Solutions

IL® is a factory-made twin wall insulated pre-fabricated domestic gas vent system suitable for gas appliances, 
typically in domestic or small commercial installations with a range of straight pipe lengths and associated fittings 
and accessories made from a new galvanised steel.

Twin Wall / Air Gap Insulation

The EUROPA® product family comprises of high specification, high-pressure, twin wall systems capable of 
withstanding maximum continuous operating temperatures of 600 Deg C with three distinct specifications, 
EUROPA LITE®, EUROPA® & EUROPA PLUS®.

Twin Wall Flue System

T1000 
Rating

Single Wall Flue System

NOVA® is a pre-fabricated, factory-made twin-wall, insulated stainless steel chimney system. Suitable for 
condensing and positive pressure commercial applications and is specifically designed to meet the demands of  
the latest high-efficiency heating appliances as well as traditional gas and oil-fired combustion equipment.

Twin Wall Flue System

F L U E  &  C H I M N E Y

SUPRA PLUS® is our single wall stainless steel chimney system designed with the commercial installer in mind. 
Pre-fitted seals make it a go-to product for any commercial condensing and positive pressure applications.
SUPRA PLUS® is our single wall stainless steel chimney for 80mm to 350mm Dia systems. SUPRA® is our single 
wall stainless steel chimney for 400mm to 600mm Dia systems.


